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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Let us consider Hill’s equation 

-Y”(X) +p(x) Y(X) = iY(X) (1) 

with periodic boundary conditions 

Y(X + 277) = Y(X), (2) 

where the potential p is in L2[0, z], extended periodically to all of R. The 
numbers A for which (l)-(2) has a solution are called periodic eigenvalues 
of - d2/dx2 + p. They form a sequence (IZk)kr 0 of real numbers, the 
periodic spectrum of p. This sequence is written in increasing order and 
with multiplicities. It satisfies the following inequalities: 1, < II, < A2 < A,< 
A, < . . . . 

The following result is proved in this paper: 

THEOREM. The set of potentials p in L2[0, n] with the property that the 
Hill’s operator - d2/dx2 + p has only finitely many simple periodic eigen- 
values is dense in the norm topology of L2 [0, n]. 
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This result has been conjectured by Novikov in 1974 [N] (cf. also [La]) 
and proved by various authors: Marchenko and Ostrovskii [M], Levitan 
[L], Garnett and Trubowitz [GT], and others (e.g., [Me]). All of them 
use the inverse spectral theory which has been extensively developed for 
Hill’s operator. The main purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the 
theorem using no inverse spectral theory at all. By the same methods one 
can prove: 

THEOREM’. Let N > 1 be given. Then the set of potentials p in Cm( R/nZ) 
with the property that Hilts operator -d2/dx2 +p has N consecutive double 
eigenvalues is dense with respect to the uniform topology in C” (R/%Z). 

The idea of the proof of the theorem is the following: Given p in 
L’[O, rc] one looks at the perturbed operators -d2/dx2 +p + tp,,a,n, where 
n 2 1 is an integer, CI = (c(~)~ > 0, p = (bk)k a0 are sequences of real numbers 
in 1’ s.t. llail’+ li/?112 =CkaO ai + /?: < 1, and P,,@;~ is given by p,,,&) = 
2c ( k>n ak-n cos 2kx + bk ~ n sin 2kx). By using the perturbation theory of 
linear operators one shows, as in [CdVl-CdV4; CCdV], an appropriate 
stability result to the effect that for I tl > 0 arbitrarily small one can find 
n 3 1 sufficiently large and sequences of real numbers s.t. the periodic 
spectrum (I”,), b o of Hill’s operator -d2/dx2 +p + tpa,B;” has the property 
i2k=i2k-I (kdn). 

The paper is organized as follows: The theorem is proved in Section 4. 
Sections 2 and 3 are preparatory. In Section 3 the basic estimates for the 
proof are shown. 

Before starting to work let us introduce the following notation and 
summarize some well known properties of Hill’s operator which we will 
need later (cf. [MW] or [Ml). 

For p in L’[O, n] the periodic eigenvalues &=&(p) (k > 0) satisfy 
the asymptotics &k _ 1, 12k = k2 + 0( 1 ), or equivalently, Jc, & = 
k + 0( l/k). The error terms 0( 1) and 0( l/k) are uniform for bounded sets 
of potentials p. Moreover (&k - I,,_ ,)ka r is in l2 and if the potential p is 
in Cm(R/nZ) then &k- A2k ~, = 0( l/kd) for any d 3 1. Denote by f,(x) = 
f,(x, p) (n > 0) a system of orthonormal eigenfunctions corresponding to 
(un,o~ By E, = E,(p) we denote the linear subspace of L2[0, 2771, 
generated by f2n and fZ,-, . 
(sin nx)/J;; + 0( l/n), 

E, has an orthonormal basis of the form 
( cos nx)/&-+ 0(1/n), where the error terms 0(1/n) 

are uniform for 0 6 x d 2~ and for bounded sets of potentials. 
For potentials of the form p + tpa,B;n we will write & = l”k(t), 

fk(x) :=fk(x, t), and Ek= Ek(t). Finally, let us denote by Q(E,)[Q,(E,)] 
the space of quadratic forms on E, [of quadratic forms q with Tr q = 01. 
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2. QUADRATIC FORMS 

Fix p in L*[O, x]. Then introduce for real numbers CI, B and n > 1 the 
quadratic form qr,b;n on E, = E,(p) given by (f; g in E,,) 

4cJ,p;n(J; g) := 2 jb;* ( a cos 2nx + j3 sin 2nx)f(x) g(x) dx. 

The matrix representation of q .,,;,with respect to an orthonormal basis of 
E,, of the form (cos nx)/& + O( l/n), (sin u)/& + O( l/n) is given by 

i 

a(l+O(A)) B(l+o(;)) Pq) MO(;) 
/3(1+0(k)) -a(l+O(k)) 

ri 1 
+ EO(i) PO(i) 

and thus the norm (/qa,B;n(l of ql,lr;n can be computed to be 
,/m (1 + 0( l/n)). Observe that Tr qa,B;n = aO( l/n) + gO( l/n). We 
have thus proved 

LEMMA 1. For n sufficiently large B,: R* + &(E,,) is a linear 
isomorphism s.t. IIB,(a, /?)/I * = (a* + /?*)( 1 + 0( l/n)), where B,(a, j3) := 
d,8;n := qor.B;n - i(Tr q,.aJ Id,. 

Let us denote by P’, the subspace of L2[0, 2n] generated by the family 
of eigenspaces Ek (k3n). Thus for g in V,, one can find g, in E, s.t. 
g=c k2n gk. By Q,( V,,) we denote the space of all quadratic forms 
q: V, x V, + t/8 which can be Written as q( g, g) = xkan qk( g,, gk) s.t. qk is 
in QO(Ek) and l(q(( * := xkan (/qk(l* < co, where qk denotes the restriction of 
q to Ek x Ek. For such a q we write conveniently q = xk>,, qk. Clearly 
QO( V,) with the norm introduced above is a Hilbert space. To make nota- 
tion easier, denote by q,,,B;n;k the quadratic form qakmn,Pk-n;k. Applying 
Lemma 1 we get 

LEMMA 2. For n sufficiently large A,,: 1* ---f QO( V,) is a linear iso- 
morphism s.t. IIA,(a, /?)/I’= (C kaO a: +Bi)(l + 0(1/n)), whw A,(a, B) = 

Ck > n &;n;k. 

3. PERTURBATION THEORY FOR QUADRATIC FORMS 

Let us fix p in L2[0, n] and denote by L the operator -d*/dx* +p. For 
arbitrary nB1 and a,/? in I* with IIa/)2+ilBl12=Ck50C1:+B~~1 let us 
consider L + tp,,8;n. Denote by Pk(t) the orthogonal projection on Ek(t). It 
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follows from [K] that Pk(t) is analytic in t. By U,(t) we denote the linear 
map on L’[O, rr] determined by V’(t) = p;(t) U,(t) with the initial value 
U,(O) = Pk(0). Here means d/dt. 

U,(t) is analytic in t and the restriction U,(t) ( EkCOJ is an isometry from 
EJO) to Ek(t) (cf. [K]). We now consider the quadratic form 

QdtKL 8) := < u,(t) .L (L + v,,,j: .I u,(f) g>. 

Expanding Qk(t)(f, g) in t one gets 

Qdt)(f, 8) = Q,DNf; g) + t f Qdt)(f, g) 
f-0 
_ 

+ s ; (t -s) $ Qh)(L g) ds. 

To simplify notation denote by ’ the derivative d/dt. Then 

Qb(t)(f, g) = (VAt)J (L + v,,o;n) UAf) s> 

+ (U,(t)A P,.a:n u,(t) s> 

Using that Pk( t )P;( t) Pk( t) = 0 and that Vk( t) = Pb( t ) U,(t) one concludes 
that Pk(t) C&(t) = 0. Now Pk( t) commutes with L + t~,,~;~ and U,(t) = 
Pk( t) U,(t). This implies that 

Qh(t)(f, g) = ( u,(t) f, ~,,a;n u,(t) sh 

Moreover 

QAf)(f, 8) = 2( U/c(f)f, P,J;, u;(t) g> 

= 2( u,(t)./; Pa,/knp'(t) U,(t) s>. 

Thus the expansion of Qk(t) in t can be written as 

QAt)(f, g) = (PdO1.L LP,(O) s> 

+ t<P/r(O)f, P,,p;nPdO) g> 

+ i : (t -s)2( U&)f, p,,B:,Ph(s) u,(s) g> ds. 

The last term can be estimated by 

t2 sup I < Uk(S)f, P,,/knP6@) Uk(.T) g)l. 
0<.7<t 
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The aim of this section is to provide an estimate for this expression, which 
is needed for the proof of the theorem. 

LEMMA 3. There exists K > 0 s.t. for k 2 K 

l/2 llP;(t)p,(t) gllL2 G 1671 c 1 

jao ffFk 13L,(t)-i12 1 IIPdt) g/l Lb 
i#2k,Zk- 1 

where C, denotes a circle in @ with center (12, + && ,)/2 and radius 
&k -A2kp1. K can be chosen independently of 0 6 ) tl < 1, n > 1, and tl, p 
with llcll12 + IIpII’6 1. 

Remark. The proof gives a slightly better estimate. 
ProofI Recall from [K] that Pk(t) can be represented by Pk(t)= 

- (1/2zi) Jrk R([, t) di: = - (1/2ni) SC, R(i, t) dc, where R([, t) denotes the 
resoivent (L + tpmx,B;n - 5))’ and rk denotes a circle in @ with center k2 and 
radius N where N is chosen such that for k 2 N, the circles rk are all dis- 
joint and A,,(t) and & I(t) are the only eigenvafues of L. + tp,,8;n inside 
rk for 0~ ItI < 1, n> 1, and ~1, b with )lu.J[*+ ~~~~~*~ 1. 

Observe that rk is independent of t and thus for k > N 

f’;(t) = - & Jrk R’(i, t) di =& j WC, t) p,,a;n R(L t) 4, 
ck 

where we have used that R’([, t) = -R([, t)p,,s;nR(5, t). Now R(c, t) is 
given by R(i, t) g = cjso ( l/(Aj- C))(J;, g) fi, thus in particular 

1 

+A2k--l-i 
(f2kL-I, pkg)f2kLl. 

This together with Pk( t) P;( t)Pk( t) = 0 yields 
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Thus lJP;(t)P,(t) gll Lo <I+ ZZ, where 

z= c 
130 

r#2k,Zkp I 

and II is a similar expression as Z, which can be estimated in the same way. 
To estimate Z we observe 

But IIP~,~;~II~~ d 271 and lifikliL= . < 2 for k sufficiently large as fzk 
can be written as a linear combination a,( (sin kx)/& + 0( l/k)) + 
az( (cos kx)/& + 0( l/k)) with UT + a: = 1. 

C1ear1y I<fik, pkg)l < lipkdL2 and (1/2~)S,,(1/I;12k-il)d/ilB2. 

Putting all this together one gets 

1 

i 

114 

- 871 IIPk gli ~2 

J#Zk,Zk- 1 

for k sufficiently large. As the same estimate holds for II, Lemma 3 follows. 

A straightforward application of Lemma 3 proves 

LEMMA 4. Let K and Ck be as in Lemma 3. Then 

I (“k(t)f, P,J?,nPi&) uk(t) 8)i 

112 < 647c312 iIpk(0) fli L2 IIpk(0) gli L2. 

j#2k.2kp 1 

LEMMA 5. There exist N > 0 and A4 > 0 s.t. 

c c 
kaN j  > 0 

j#2k,2kp1 

N and A4 are independent ofO< ItI < 1, n2 1, and /lccl12+ 11811’~ 1. 
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Proof. By the definition of C, as given in the statement of Lemma 3 it 
s&ices to estimate for N large enough 

and 

Without loss of any generality we may assume that LO(~) 2 1 (all n 2 1, 
0~ ItI < 1, and a, j with /lcr//‘+ I1/3ll’< 1). Then we can write 

Using the asymptotics for ,/& one can find N2 1 independent of t, LX, fi, 
n s.t. for k b N, j # k 

and Lemma 5 easily follows. 

Taking the results of the previous lemmata together one obtains 

LEMMA 6. There exist N > 0 and M> 0 s.t. 

,FN II < u,(t)., Pa,p:nPb(t) U!T(t). >I2 G I&f 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 

Let p be a given potential. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that p is in C70( RjnZ). Choose a positive and decreasing sequence (z,,),~ , , 
converging to 0 and satisfying 1, > c/rid for some c > 0 and d> 0. Introduce 
for k >, n the quadratic forms #1,,j:k = bol.B;n:k and $a,B;k = $.XB;n;k on Ek(0): 

d,,p;k(f, 8) := 
l [ 

Pk(O)f, ; (L - A*,-. l(0)) + P,,p;n P/c(O) g 
n I > 

$,J:k(f, g) := ( U,(t) .L [; CL - &k- I(O)) + PiB:?J U!f(t) R). 
n 

Now define the quadratic forms 

@%.s;n = c Kc,;, and Y%,/!b = c *:,,;k~ 
kan kan 

Where&&k:= ~c,P;k-~(Tr~1,P;k)Id~~~O)and~~,B;k:= IC’,,a,k-~(Tr~,,a,k)Id,,,, 

are evidently trace free quadratic forms, thus in Q0 (Ek(0)). 
It follows from Section 3 that there exists N > 1 s.t. @a,B;n and Ya,P;, are 

in Q,( I’,) for n > N. Moreover 

for a certain A4 > 0 which might be chosen independently of n z 1 and CI, /I 
with //~.11~ + ljp112 < 1. With A, defined as in Lemma 2 one concludes that 

Finally, lim, _ 3. A; ’ @a,8;n = (a, fl) as one can see by representing da,8;k 
with respect to the orthonormal basis (cos kx)/& + 0( l/k) and 
(sin kx)/& + 0( l/k) to get 

1 
+< (n2k(o)-n2k-l(o)) 

O(l) O(l) 
o(lj ~(1) 

> 

and USing that p is in Cm(&‘nZ) and thus (&k(O)-&k _ l(0))=O(l/k’) for 

any 12 1. 
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We are thus in a position to apply an elementary topolgical lemma 
[CCdV], which is stated below for the convenience of the reader. Define 
F,(cr, j?) :=A;l$a,B;n. Then F,,: B+ I* is continuous (n 3 l), where B 
denotes the unit ball in 1*. From the considerations above it follows that, 
uniformly for (a, B) in B, 

Flu, PI = lim F,(u, D), 
n--rcc 

where F is the identity. We thus conclude from Lemma 7 that for 
sufficiently large n there exist a = (cQ)~<,, and p = (Bk)k 2O with 
c k 2 O R: + /?: < 1 s.t. A;’ $a,B;k is identically zero. Interpreting this we 
conclude that t+k,,a;k has a double eigenvalue for k>n and thus the 
theorem is proved. 

LEMMA 7 [CCdV]. Let B be the open unit ball in I* and denote by 
(Fn),a I a sequence of continuous applications from B to I2 s.t. (F,),, , con- 
verges, uniformly on B, to a homeomorphism F : B --, C where C is a bounded 
open subset of 12, which contains the origin. Then, for n sufficiently large, the 
origin is in the image F,,(B). 
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